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Acoustic behavior of gray whales
tagged with biologging devices
on foraging grounds

Hannah Clayton1,2*, David E. Cade1, Rianna Burnham3,
John Calambokidis2 and Jeremy Goldbogen1

1Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University, Pacific Grove, CA, United States, 2Cascadia Research
Collective, Olympia, WA, United States, 3Whale Research Lab, University of Victoria, Victoria,
BC, Canada
Understanding the function of baleen whale acoustic signals requires the

investigation of calling behaviors relative to location, timing, and behavioral state.

Previous studies of gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus) vocal behavior have principally

used passive recorders and been conducted primarily on breeding grounds and

along migratory routes, and not areas associated with foraging. We conducted an

analysis of accelerometer and acoustic data collected during 12 deployments of

animal-borne tags in 2016, 2019, and 2021 on gray whales that return annually to

northern Puget Sound, Washington. We identified 141 calls from gray whales in

approximately 128 hours of accelerometer and/or acoustic data collected from tag

deployments. The most prominent were pulsive ‘rumble-like’ calls, upsweeping

tones, and moans. Using the tag’s accelerometer to identify calls produced by

tagged animals enabled us to explore the behavioral context behind call production,

revealing that vocalizations were made primari ly at slow speeds

(mean 1.03 ± 0.26 m/s-1), shallow depths (mean 7.63 ± 4.99 m), and temporally

proximate to surface behavior (mean 43.3 ± 39.66 sec) most similar to non-foraging

associated depth (mean 5.78 ±   1:46  m and speed (mean 1.46 ±   1:11  m=s-1)

profiles. Vocalizations originating from the tagged animal occurred closer to the

conclusion of a foraging event (mean 87.7 ± 119.32 min) than the beginning, with

only 7% of all calls occurring during periods of feeding. This study demonstrates that

gray whales remain vocal on foraging grounds and that call-associated

accelerometry signals can be a valuable tool in identifying individual callers in

animal-borne acoustic data.
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Introduction

The use of passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) in marine mammal research has become

more widespread over the past decade. Increasingly, the functional use of calls by baleen

whales under various social and behavioral contexts has been examined, as has the

relevance of calling to population dynamics (Küsel et al., 2011; Marques et al., 2012).
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Evaluating population-specific trends in call or cue rates from

passively collected acoustic data has, for example, been used to

estimate population densities (Mellinger et al., 2007; Küsel et al.,

2011; Marques et al., 2012; Stevenson et al., 2020). However, using

passively collected acoustic data to monitor populations more

comprehensively than noting presence and relative abundance

requires a greater understanding of the contextual underpinnings

of that population’s vocal activity, as well as the temporal and

geospatial trends in their acoustic behavior (Stimpert et al., 2015;

Lewis et al., 2018). A functional understanding of the acoustic

behavior of a given population can yield insight into how

individuals and groups interact on spatiotemporal scales

(Stimpert et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2018).

Technological advances in multi-sensor animal-borne tag

capabilities over the past decade, such as Digital Acoustic

Recording Tags (DTAGs) and those developed by Custom

Animal Tracking Solutions (CATS), have increased our capacity

to collect high-resolution and fine-scale video, audio, and kinematic

data on baleen whales (Rutz & Hays, 2009; Cade et al., 2021). This

synchronous collection of acoustic and accelerometer data has the

potential to uncover contextual or functional aspects of acoustic

activity in whales and add context to studies utilizing remotely

collected acoustic data only. A number of studies have used a tag’s

high-resolution accelerometer to differentiate between tagged and

non-tagged animal call production in fin (Balaenoptera physalus),

blue (Balaenoptera musculus), and humpback whale (Megaptera

novaeangliae) acoustic tag data. (Goldbogen et al., 2014; Stimpert

et al., 2015; Saddler et al., 2017; Oestreich et al., 2020; Stimpert et al.,

2020). These studies found that calls produced by tagged animals

were synchronously detected on both the tag’s hydrophone and

accelerometer, thought to be the product of active vibrating of the

tagged animal’s body as it produces sound (Goldbogen et al., 2014;

Stimpert et al., 2015; Oestreich et al., 2020; Stimpert et al., 2020).

Saddler et al. (2017), however, concluded that a proportion of the

calls identified from blue whale tag data could have originated from

a non-tagged individual. As such, further exploration into the

context of call occurrence in tagged animals relative to trends in

call type use, diel patterns, and call rates, is warranted to better

understand the application of accelerometers in identifying

individual-level patterns in calling or call function across

various species.

Studies on the acoustic behavior of Eastern North Pacific (ENP)

gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) have been primarily focused on

breeding grounds and during migration (e.g. Cummings et al., 1968;

Dahlheim, 1987; Crane & Lashkari, 1996; Charles, 2011; Ponce

et al., 2012; Guazzo et al., 2017; Burnham et al., 2018; Burnham &

Duffus, 2020). Little is currently known about gray whale acoustic

activity, calling function, and the relevance of both to population

dynamics in feeding areas (Stafford et al., 2007; Burnham et al.,

2018; Frouin-Mouy et al., 2020; Burnham & Duffus, 2022). Gray

whales produce several call types, initially categorized by Dahlheim

(1987) into six core classes from recordings made principally in

breeding lagoons. These categories included pulsive knock-like

sounds (Class 1), sweeping tones (Class 2), moans (Class 3),

‘rumbles’ (Class 4) and two variations of subsurface exhalations

(Classes 5 and 6) (Dahlheim, 1987). Class 1 knock calls have been
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found to be the most prevalent call when gray whales are in

breeding/calving lagoons (Dahlheim, 1987; Ollervides, 2001;

Charles, 2011); seeming to suggest social or reproductive function

(Youngson and Darling, 2016), but have also been reported present

during migration (Crane & Lashkari, 1996; Burnham & Duffus,

2020) and in association with feeding (Dahlheim, 1987; Burnham &

Duffus, 2022)

More recently, studies have been successful in documenting

gray whale calling behavior during periods of migration, showing

that Class 3 moans dominate the acoustic repertoire in this context

(Crane & Lashkari, 1996; Guazzo et al., 2017; Burnham et al., 2018;

Rannankari et al., 2018; Burnham & Duffus, 2020). Comparatively

less work has been conducted on foraging grounds (Stafford et al.,

2007), though a recent study showed that gray whales may alter

their vocal behavior on feeding grounds in relation to social setting

and prey abundance (Burnham & Duffus, 2022). Understanding a

population’s acoustic activity across the full range of its behavioral

states is important in call categorization attempts, as modifications

to calling may occur in response to differing social or

physiological contexts.

To broaden our knowledge of ENP gray whale call use on

foraging grounds, and better understand the potential application of

an accelerometer-based caller identification method for the vocally

complex gray whale, we performed an acoustically focused analysis

of multi-sensor biologging data. Our focal whales were a small

group (n = 8 to 12) of known individuals, commonly referred to as

the “Sounders”, that return annually to northern Puget Sound

(NPS) in Washington State (Weitkamp et al., 1992; Calambokidis

et al., 2015; Pruitt and Donoghue, 2016, Calambokidis, 2017;

Carretta et al., 2022). While the majority of ENP gray whales

migrate directly from their calving and breeding grounds in Baja

California Sur to highly productive foraging areas in the Chukchi

and Bering Sea from November to February, the Sounders make

migratory detours to NPS to feed nearly exclusively on ghost shrimp

living in intertidal zones before continuing to the Arctic (Weitkamp

et al., 1992; Pruitt & Donoghue, 2016; Calambokidis, 2017; Carretta

et al., 2022). The well documented life histories of the Sounders and

their predictable return to NPS made them ideal test-candidates for

our study. Here, we evaluate the acoustic behavior of gray whales on

feeding grounds as well as the application of a new method in caller

identification via tag data for this species.
Materials and methods

Tag and PAM system deployment

Twelve suction-cup attached, multi-sensor tags developed by

Custom Animal Tracking Solutions (CATS), were deployed on gray

whales in NPS in 2016, 2019, and 2021 (Figure 1A) following

methods described by Calambokidis (2017). A total of 10 different

individuals were tagged, with two individuals (CRC-ID 723 and

CRC-ID 383) tagged on more than one occasion. Tag accelerometer

sampling rates varied by deployment, ranging from 200 to 400 Hz,

while temperature and depth sensors were sampled or down

sampled to 10 Hz across all deployments (Supplemental Materials
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Table 1). Due to developments in tag acoustic capacities over the

study period, recording methods varied by deployment. In early

deployments, tags lacked a hydrophone component, so audio files

were extracted from the tag’s video microphone (22 kHz sampling

rate, 16-bit sampling). Tag cameras were programmed to cease

recording video and audio during periods of low light overnight,

resulting in non-continuous data collection that varied in its duty

cycle for each deployment. Deployments in 2021 utilized CATS tags

enhanced with HTI 96 hydrophones (24 kHz, 16-bit sampling). All

tag deployment operations were supported by concurrent on-water

observations and photo-identification efforts.
Data analysis

Accelerometry data
Acoustic wav files were created from each tag’s calibrated, but

undecimated, 200 or 400 Hz tri-axial accelerometry data. Behavioral

information such as animal orientation, speed, and depth were

discerned following methods described in Cade et al. (2021).

Foraging events were identified utilizing custom written scripts in

MATLAB (Cade et al., 2021; accessible via GitHub CATS Materials

and Methods) to manually mark visually unique patterns of pitch,

roll, and heading that are synonymous with intertidal pit feeding in

this group of gray whales (J. Calambokidis, unpublished data).

Specifically, foraging was defined as extended periods of roll

orientation of approximately 90 degrees, at shallow depths and

with negative pitch. When possible, foraging behavior was visually

verified by observations of sediment disturbance and prey via tag

video data. Since this feeding behavior is tidally dependent (J.

Calambokidis, unpublished data) a period of 30 minutes with no

observation of foraging behavior was sufficient in differentiating

between foraging and non-foraging behavioral states.
Acoustic data
All acoustic recordings were examined manually in Raven Pro

Interactive Sound Software via spectrograms using a 512 or 256-

point Hanning-window FFT with 50% overlap, and a hop size of

256 or 128 samples, respectively. Call duration and frequency range

were extracted to aid in comparison to call type descriptions from

previous studies. Calls were classified in accordance with call types

described by Dahlheim (1987). Additionally, calls from each

deployment were ranked by their amplitude and signal to noise

ratios (SNR). SNR thresholds were deployment specific due to

calibration differences amongst tags. Generally, calls whose

fundamental components had a SNR of at least 60 dB were

considered high SNR calls and those with components under 60

dB were considered low SNR calls.

All high SNR calls and a random sample of approximately 25%

of low SNR calls were cross-examined with the corresponding

accelerometer acoustic files for evidence of time-synchronized call

signatures as observed in previous studies (Goldbogen et al., 2014;

Stimpert et al., 2015; Saddler et al., 2017; Stimpert et al., 2020; Cade

et al., 2018; Oestreich et al., 2020). Those found to have a call

signature on at least two of the accelerometer’s channels were
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considered to originate from the tagged animal, whereas all calls

with no associated call signature were considered “environmental”

calls and unlikely to originate from the tagged individual. All

periods of accelerometry acoustic data also supported by

hydrophone or camera recording were examined for visually and

aurally similar signals not associated with a full-frequency call (false

positives). Following comparison of concurrently recorded

accelerometer and acoustic audio data, periods of accelerometer

data without hydrophone recordings were evaluated for call

signatures matching those identified with high SNR calls. General

comments as to the structure and distribution of intensity between

the accelerometer’s axes of call signatures were also made. All

statistical analyses concerning general call characteristics and call

correlation to kinematic data such as speed and depth were

calculated using custom written scripts in MATLAB or in Excel.

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to assess

variation in call production kinematics (depth, speed, proximity to

surfacing and foraging behavior) between individual

tag deployments.

Hourly calling rates were calculated on a by-deployment basis

by taking the total number of tagged whale vocalizations

(accelerometer call signatures) for the deployment and dividing

by the total hours of associated accelerometry data available. By-

deployment calling rates, including deployments with a calling rate

of zero (i.e., no vocalizations identified as originating from tagged

whale for the entire deployment), were then pooled, and averaged to

produce a mean hourly calling rate per individual for all

deployments. To take into consideration the effect of tag

deployment duration on mean rates calculated, an additional

weighted mean was calculated using deployment duration as a

proxy for value weight.
Results

Approximately 185 hours of acoustic data were gathered over

the course of the study period via CATS tag accelerometers (n =

128.4 hr), tag cameras (n = 26.6 hr), tag hydrophones (n = 17 hr).

Information concerning by-deployment variation in data collected

and calls identified can be found in Table 2 of the Supplementary

Materials. A total of 107 calls were identified in tag hydrophone or

camera acoustic recordings between all tag deployments and were

classified to one of the six core call types (Dahlheim, 1987; Wisdom

et al., 2001; Burnham et al., 2018; Burnham & Duffus, 2020). The

dominant call type recorded (n = 37) was higher frequency pulsive

Class 4 ‘rumble’ calls. Class 3 tonal calls, encompassing single or

multiple-octave tonal calls, often referred to as moans, occurring

primarily under 300 Hz, were also heard at relatively high densities

(n = 31). Several Class 2 (n = 23) multi-harmonic tonal calls,

occurring primarily under 300 Hz and with down or up-swept

frequency modulation, and a few (n = 4) Class 1 knock calls were

also present (see Figure 1; Supplemental Materials Table 3 for call

type examples and descriptive statistics, respectively). Finally, an

additional 12 calls were identified and were too variable in call

structure to be reliably categorized using current cataloguing

systems and were therefore considered “uncategorized”.
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Forty-nine calls were classified as high SNR. Of these, 24

showed evidence of an associated accelerometer call signature

matching the acoustic detection, with the remaining 25 high SNR

calls not found to be associated with an accelerometry call signature.

None of the low SNR calls examined (n = 32) were found to have an

associated call signature on the accelerometer at the time calls were

acoustically detected. Therefore, accelerometry detection was

determined to be indicative of tagged animal call production,

allowing the categorization of calls as originating from the tagged

whale or a conspecific even if the call was categorized to have high

SNR. Of the 24 high SNR calls attributed to tagged animals, most

were Class 3 (n = 16) or Class 2 (n = 7) calls, with a single (n = 1)

Class 4 call. Using accelerometry call signatures verified by acoustic

recordings as reference, we identified an additional 34 calls during

the approximately 81 hours of accelerometer recordings only (no

acoustic data) likely produced by the tagged animal. Combining

detection of calls via accelerometry from periods both with and

without synchronous acoustic recording resulted in a cumulative

total of 58 calls considered to be produced by tagged whales from all

deployments. All accelerometry-based call signatures varied in

intensity between accelerometer axes on an individual level, with

most signatures displaying the highest intensity in the

accelerometer’s x (n = 28) or z (n = 25) channel or axes

(Figure 2). Lastly, all high SNR calls with accelerometer calls

signatures showed structural (frequency range, harmonic count,

overall duration) differences when comparing accelerometer data to

the full-frequency calls in the hydrophone data (Figure 2).

Examination of the data manually did not find any acoustic

signals similar in parameters to calls that were not vocalisations

(false positive results), confirming that all the signals included in

this analysis were indeed calls.

Comparisons of tagged whale call occurrence to behavioral and

kinematic tag information found vocalizations occurred primarily

while travelling at slow speeds (mean 1.03 ±.25 m/s−1), while at

shallow depths (mean 7.63 ±.99 m), and temporally proximate to

surface behavior (mean 43.3 ±9.7 seconds) (Figure 3; Table 1). This
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
was similar to overall trends in depth and speed while not actively

engaged in foraging, with average speeds of 1.46 ± (11) m/s and

depths of 5.78 ±(2) m. Despite tagged whales spending 44% of the

time engaged in foraging behavior, a relatively small proportion

(7.1%) of the calls originating from tagged whales occurred during

these periods. A comparatively higher proportion (27%) of

environmental calls coincided with periods of the tagged whale

feeding. Calls produced by tagged whales typically occurred towards

the conclusion of a feeding event rather than before the start of one,

with a mean period of 87.7 ± ( 9.3) or 210 ±(1) minutes having

elapsed between a tagged whale vocalization and the conclusion or

initiation of a tagged whale foraging event, respectively (Figure 3;

Table 1). Significant inter-deployment variation was observed in

both the speed of the animal at the time of calling and the time

elapsed until the next foraging event (p< 0.0001) (Table 1).

However, depth at time of calling, the temporal proximity to

surfacing behavior and the most recent foraging event were not

found to have significant inter-deployment variation (Table 1).

An overall mean hourly calling rate (number of calls produced

by one whale per hour) of 0.67 ±( 1) calls/hr/whale was calculated

from all the deployments, while a weighted mean based on the

respective tag’s deployment duration was 0.44 calls/hr/whale.

Calling rates were compared to rates reported by relevant studies

(see Table 4 in Supplemental Resources) and were generally found

to be higher than previously reported.
Discussion

The work presented here is a first look at gray whale acoustic

behavior on foraging grounds using animal-borne tags and adds to

the few recordings of gray whales during feeding (Stafford et al.,

2007; Burnham & Duffus, 2022). It is also an additional application

of caller identification via accelerometry in tag-based acoustic data

that, with further testing and validation, could revolutionize how

individual-level acoustic activity is related to broad-scale population
FIGURE 1

(Left) Deployment of a Custom Animal Tracking Solution (CATS) tag deployed on a gray whale in the study area. Photo taken under NMFS permit
#16111. (Right) Map of study area (Puget Sound, Washington, USA) and surrounding areas. Latitude and longitude are shown on the x and y-axes,
respectively. The study area, where tag deployments occurred, is shown within the red box boundaries.
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dynamics. Finally, the behavioral context of individual-level call

production evaluated in this study has implications regarding our

current understanding of the functional use of calling by gray

whales, as it provides call-production specific contexts

unobservable via remote or static monitoring (i.e., surface-based

visual observation and passive acoustic recording).
Acoustic behavior on foraging grounds

The overall mean hourly call rate observed in this study was

greater than has been previously reported during migration (Crane

& Lashkari, 1996; Guazzo et al., 2017; Guazzo et al., 2019), and on
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
breeding grounds (Dahlheim, 1987) (Supplemental Materials

Table 4). This could, in part, be the product of a low sample size

and high variation in tag deployment duration. It may also reflect

the differences in call type use in this study area compared to those

identified for migration and breeding areas. We also observed

differences in call structure and usage by type, with Class 2 calls

displaying less frequency modulation than previously reported from

nearby recording sites (Supplemental Materials Table 3), and Class

4 calls occurring at higher proportions in this study area when

compared to observations in other foraging and migration sites

(Burnham et al., 2018; Burnham & Duffus, 2022). These differences

could result from variation in recording technologies and/or

methods used in each study. Previous work by Lopez-Urban et al.
FIGURE 2

Cross-examination of a high SNR (PSD > 70 dB FS -20) whale call in a tag hydrophone sourced spectrogram (left) with concurrent accelerometer
wav files (right) to denote presence or absence of an associated “call signature”. Both the degradation of call structure relative to the original call and
the variation in call signature intensity between the two accelerometer axes is observable in this figure. Note that due to high volumes of ambient
noise in tag recordings, spectral observation of potential call signatures required aural confirmation of a lower-frequency, tonal moan that was
biological in nature and consistent with its associated full-frequency call to be considered to originate from the tagged individual. All spectrograms
were generated with Raven Pro Interactive Sound Software, with 4096-point and 256-point Hanning window size for hydrophone (left) and
accelerometer (right) sourced acoustic files, respectively.
FIGURE 3

Behavioral context of tagged whale call production from three tag deployments on different individuals. Each deployment example consists of two
subplots, with behavioral events (foraging, calling) shown as the top subplot and the depth of whale over time shown on an inverted y-axis as blue
lines. Foraging periods are indicated as red-shaded areas and as solid red lines. Calls attributed to the tagged whale are shown as black circles, while
calls not attributed to the tagged whale are shown as orange diamonds.
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(2016) on gray whales in breeding lagoons showed differences in

calls recorded via whale-borne tags compared to bottom-stationed

systems, which are subject to masking or interference. However,

differences in call structures and frequency of use could also be

indicative of variation in the predominant behavioral states between

the study areas (migration vs. feeding), and/or group-centric

variation in calling behavior specific to the Sounders. Collection

of additional acoustic data from both bottom-moored and animal-

borne systems, complemented with observations, will help to better

establish calling rates and changes in call structure over space, time

and between gray whale feeding groups.
Accelerometry-based caller identification

Previous studies have demonstrated tagged animal call

detection via accelerometry data primarily in fin and blue whales,

both of which tend to vocalize well within typical accelerometer

sampling rates. It was previously unknown if this method in caller

identification could be utilized for gray whales, given their

comparatively complex acoustic repertoire (i.e., frequency range

utilized, structural complexity, call type usage). However, despite

differences in acoustic repertoire compared to other baleen whale

species this method had previously been applied to, the similarities

in call signatures led us to believe it could be used to discern calls the

calls originating from the tagged whale. To start, high SNR gray

whale calls were not found to coincide with concurrent

accelerometry call signatures in all cases. This is consistent with

findings from other baleen whale species and hypotheses regarding

call detection via accelerometry as a function of physical vibrations

produced by calling animals and not solely SNR (Goldbogen et al.,

2014; Stimpert et al., 2020). As noted in Goldbogen et al. (2014), call

signatures observed on tagged fin whales were consistently

anisotropic amongst the accelerometers three axes. This intra-axis

variation in signal intensity is proposed to result from the tag

placement relative to the location of the call source (Goldbogen

et al., 2014). Exploration of the relationship between received levels

of accelerometer call signals, variation of these signals amongst

accelerometer axes, and correlation of both to known periods of tag
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
slips (i.e., does a change in call intensity distribution amongst the

axes change when a tag moves on the whale’s body), will help

elucidate the potential causes of these variations and their utility in

interpreting these signals. Future efforts to increase confidence and

fully validate this method in tagged animal call identification could

benefit from a study design prioritizing the tagging of multiple

paired, and calling, animals, or localization via hydrophone array.

Unlike previous studies with fin and blue whales, the

accelerometry call signatures observed in this study were

structurally dissimilar to the original calls noted on the tag

hydrophone (Figure 2). For instance, very rarely (n = 1) were the

harmonics of a Class 2 or 3 call observed on both the tag’s

hydrophone and accelerometer. This is likely the result of a

combination of factors, the first being the fundamental differences

in acoustic behavior of the three species this method has been

trialled. Both fin and blue whales utilize highly stereotyped call

types that are generally low in frequency (<150 Hz) and high in

amplitude, which enables strong propagation of these acoustic

signals throughout their environment, but especially so in a

whale’s near field (Watkins, 1981; Watkins et al., 1987; Stafford

et al., 2001; Širović et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2021). Gray whales, in

comparison, utilize call types that are more structurally complex,

encompass a much larger frequency range, and are produced at

lower source levels (Dahlheim, 1987; Guazzo et al., 2017; Burnham

et al., 2018). Given this, it is possible that the accelerometry based

call signatures observed in this study represent only the

fundamental components of the associated full-frequency calls of

the recording. Assuming, as Goldbogen et al. (2014) and others

have proposed, that these call signatures are the result of physical

vibrations produced by the tagged animal during calling, then

significant degradation of the call’s structural integrity could

occur given the density and viscosity of the propagation medium

(body of the whale) compared to the surrounding environmental

medium (water). This may mean that the thresholds used to

attribute acoustic signals observed in accelerometry data to tagged

whales requires refinement on a by-deployment basis, depending on

tag placement and complexity of the original call observed.

Furthermore, gray whales produce vocalizations, such as Class 1

knocks, which in some cases have fundamental frequencies and
TABLE 1 Kinematic and behavioral context of gray whale call production.

Variable Count Mean Standard Error Standard
Deviation (+/-)

Intra-group
Variation (p-value) F crit

Depth (m) 56 7.63 0.66 4.99 0.029 2.40

Speed (m/s-1) 56 1.03 0.03 0.256 2.26E-07 2.36

Closest surfacing event (s) 56 43.3 5.3 39.66 0.445 2.4

Last foraging event (m) *40 87.7 18.86 119.32 0.297 2.49

Next foraging event (m) *55 209.84 21.69 160.9 7.98E-09 2.4
“Variable”, is the call characteristic evaluated and “Count”, the number of calls included in the following statistical analyses. The Mean, Standard error, Standard Deviation, P value, and F crit are
given. *Calls occurring before the first foraging event have a ‘last foraging event’ value of NA, as the true duration to the last foraging event is unknown. Similarly, calls that occurred just prior to
tag removal have a ‘next foraging event’ value of NA. Both instances were left out of statistical analyses, resulting in differing call counts.
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harmonic components above this study’s accelerometer sampling

capacity. None of the Class 1 calls recorded in this study resulted in

associated accelerometry signatures, which could be a product of

the limited accelerometer sampling capacity.

While the use of biologging devices capable of higher-resolution

accelerometry sampling could enable detection of higher-frequency

calls, differences in detection probability between call types could

also be accounted for by having a more comprehensive

understanding of how often that call type is utilized in the study

period and area, and in combination with an evaluation of intra-

deployment SNR ratios. We still understand relatively little about

the near field propagation of acoustic signals produced by baleen

whales and how this varies relative to species morphology and

signal characteristics. Also lacking is knowledge on the potential

influence of geographical, social, behavioral, and physiological

context on the use of calls and calling rates (Burnham & Duffus,

2022). Significantly more testing is required to better understand

the considerations and applications of an accelerometry based

method in complex caller identification. A well-prepared

experiment in a controlled environment prioritizing individual-

signal comparisons across varying acoustic collection platforms,

combined with further deployments of both animal-borne and

remotely placed acoustic recording systems, would greatly

improve the application of this method.
Behavioral context of call production by
tagged whales

Since calls produced by tagged individuals did not occur during

foraging periods at high rates, but rather occurred closer to the end

of a feeding event than the beginning of one, it is possible that

vocalizing is not directly linked to feeding behavior, but instead may

be indicative of shifts in behavioral state (i.e., from foraging to

socializing). This could also suggest a behavioral hierarchy where

foraging and feeding-associated behaviors (active feeding, moving

between feeding areas, etc.) take precedence over social behaviors

such as calling or active socializing. Additionally, the relatively

shallow depths at which tagged whales were observed to call, and

the surficial sediments of the study area could limit call propagation

(Hamilton, 1976; Rubano, 1980), implying that the intended

receiver(s) of calls emitted must be nearby. However, calling

depth may simply be the product of local bathymetric

characteristics rather than a product of energetic demands and

morphometric characteristics. Similarly, the speeds at which a

tagged whale was observed to vocalize could be indicative of a

consistent “travel state” at time of calling, as calling speeds were

consistent between foraging and non-foraging dives and are

comparable to those observed by Guazzo et al. (2017) during

migration. Further refinement of the ethogram used and

comparison of the tag data to visual observations may highlight

any differences, if present, between calling by gray whales in

different behavioral states, and refine our understanding of call

use during foraging. The characteristics defining a “travel state” or

“foraging behavior” could be refined using tag sensors and

concurrent surface-based observations to enhance the behavioral
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
ethogram. To effectively investigate the potential function of

acoustic activity in gray whales we need a more comprehensive

understanding of the tag-measurable or observable mechanical and

contextual variables associated with each behavioral state and

greater baseline knowledge of ENP gray whale social dynamics

within their range and the plasticity or flexibility therein.

In summary, the integration of multiple data collection

methods, including animal-borne tags, static passive acoustic

hydrophones, and boat-based observations, with further testing of

this accelerometry based method in caller identification would

significantly expand our current understanding of gray whale

acoustic behavior overall, but especially regarding its potential

function and role in foraging. The use of animal-borne acoustic

tags will be decisive in describing call function and establishing

spatiotemporal or population-based trends in acoustic use, which is

one of the foremost topics of research for the acoustic community.

This would also add to our understanding of the sensitivity of these

whales and the potential implications of acoustic disturbance

during critical feeding periods.
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